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Sobaipuri-Pima Occupation in the
Upper San Pedro Valley
SAN PABLO DE QUIBURI

Deni

f.

Seymour

Introduction
Three centuries ago when the pioneer Jesuit missionary Father Eusebio
Francisco Kino was welcomed to the Sobaipuri-Pima rancherla of San Pablo
de Quiburi (Qubiuri), he looked out across irrigated fields bordering the RIo
de San Joseph de Terrenate, or the upper San Pedro River, in what is now
southern Arizona. He celebrated with the five hundred Sobaipuri-Pima who
lived in one hundred mat-covered houses scattered along the banks of the
river (Figure 1). Remnants of this settlement, the irrigation canals and fields,
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the San Pedro River of southeastern Arizona (including Santa Cruz de Gaybanipitea and
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Archaeological and Historical Society; and Lone Mountain Archaeological Services, Inc. Her
appreciation goes out to numerous people who provided valuable reviews, advice, and field
time. They include William Doelle, Bruce Masse, Gay Kincade, John Herron, and Robert P.
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and recording ofsites along the San Pedro over the past ten years. They include Bonnie Helton,
Sue Parezo, John Nicolais, Alvin Rupel, Ted Janecki, Peggy Janecki, Gene Riggs, and others.
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FIG. 1. ARTIST RECONSTRUCTION OF A SOBAIPURI RANCHERIA

(Drafted by

J.

David Kilby and edited by Erick Querubin)

and other rancherfas have since melted away into terraces and floodplains obscured by dense thickets of acacia, mesquite, and creosote.
Many sought this important settlement, but its location remained a mystery until the 1950S, when Charles C. Oi Peso, director ofthe Amerind Foundation, excavated a site that he believed to be Quiburi. 1 Since then, many
have rightly questioned his conclusions including his designation of the site
as Quiburi. Until a purposive survey was begun by the author starting in 1986,
it was unknown whether there were viable alternatives for this site. An extensive multiyear survey was undertaken along the San Pedro River as part of
a comprehensive study to investigate the Sobaipuri-Piman occupation of
southern Arizona. Over two dozen previously unknown Sobaipuri-Pima sites,
some large and others small, were discovered (Map 1).2 Research focused on
identifying the location of Sobaipuri settlements along the banks ofthe river.
The discovery of numerous other Sobaipuri habitation sites calls into
question the accuracy of Oi Peso's location of Quiburi. 3 No actual evidence
of a Sobaipuri occupation was uncovered by Oi Peso at the presidio ofTerrenate, which was his Quiburi (AZ EE+ll [ASM]). No structures typical ofthe
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Sobaipuri were found and only portable artifacts attributable to the Sobaipuri were recovered - items that the Spanish soldiers stationed there could
have used. Some of these artifacts (e.g., organic-tempered redware) date after
1700 when the Sobaipuri returned from the Patagonia-Rio Rico area to reoccupy the upper San Pedro. For these and other reasons, archaeologists
and many historians agree that Di Peso was wrong about the location of
Quiburi. 4 I have examined the collections, have visited the site many times
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SQBAIPURI SITES

MAP 1. GENERAL LOCATIONS OF SOBAIPURI SITES ALONG THE UPPER
SAN PEDRO RIVER

(Map by Charles Sternberg)
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to reconsider these issues, and have arrived at the same conclusion. Elsewhere, I have demonstrated that Di Peso misidentified the location of Santa
Cruz de Gaybanipitea. 5 Despite the mislabeling of these sites, the contribution of Di Peso's research on the Sobaipuri should not be ignored. Who
could have known that so many candidates for these settlements existed?
Data resulting from my more recent survey suggests that there is another
candidate for Quiburi among the newly discovered sites-one that matches
the size, location, and descriptions ofQuiburi provided in historical accounts.
Comparisons of survey data to rancherfa locations and descriptions provided
in the documents indicate that previous notions about where Quiburi was
located were, in fact, wrong. There is a site north ofTerrenate (OJ Peso's Quiburi; AZ EE+ll Arizona State Museum [ASM]) that is large enough-it
could easily have one hundred houses-to qualify as the Quiburi mentioned in the mid-1690S (AZ EE+23 [ASM]). This site is probably the Quiburi that was occupied at the time Kino and Juan Mateo Manje first visited,
for it is the largest Sobaipuri site on the upper San Pedro. 6 Recently other
archaeologists have mapped and more fully recorded this site since I first
discovered it in 1987 as part of the Sobaipuri-Piman survey effort. No other
sites compare in size, artifact density, or abundance of Spanish-introduced
artifacts.
Assumptions Can Be Misleading

For decades, Quiburi's location has remained a mystery to many historians
and archaeologists. One reason the rancherfa's location has been elusive is
that scholars have maintained erroneous assumptions. For example, many
researchers looked for the melted adobe walls of the church and of the fortification wall mentioned in the documents; they sought some type of visible architecture. Early researchers expected standing walls that were as
visible and definite as those at the presidio of Terrenate, which in the 1930S
stood higher than Emil Haury and Charles Di Peso. Today these walls can
barely be seen over the creosote covering the site. No such walls are present
on any of the Sobaipuri sites found on the San Pedro or any other river in
southern Arizona. Instead, the adobe has melted, leaving only subtle traces
on the ground.
Many of these early researchers also looked for the painted red-on-brown
pottery, thick organic-tempered pottery, or pottery with folded rims-ceramic
technological attributes that are characteristic of pottery manufactured by
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modern and later historical Tohono 0'odham (then referred to as the Papago).
Scholars used Bernard L. Fontana's comprehensive volume, Papago Indian
Pottery, as a guide, but unfortunately it does not describe the character of
early Sobaipuri pottery.7 Fontana's volume describes early eighteenth-century pottery from areas to the west, but the descriptions differ from the earlier Sobaipuri pottery. More than one early researcher has said to the author
that archaeologists found only "small scatters of plain pottery and chips of
stone" implying that these were not fitting for the noble Chief Coro and his
hundreds of Sobaipuri who greeted the legendary Kino. Indeed, the surface
scatters were unable to resolve researchers' questions including why they
could not "relate aboriginal ceramic assemblages to the Spanish contact period material."8
These previously dismissed sites represent the remains of the SobaipuriPima. The architecture has blended with the rocky terrace surface so much
that only the discerning eye can distinguish a cobble-house outline from the
natural substrate, the many Classic-period ruins, the house outlines ofvarious
nomadic groups that occupied the area, or the natural rocky surface found
on the same terraces. Sobaipuri ceramics can be difficult to distinguish from
prehistoric ceramics because they are plainwares (Whetstone Plain and Sobaipuri Plain) with surface and paste characteristics that overlap with prehistoric wares more than with any known late historic wares. Although this
material culture is difficult to identify, a number of researchers, starting with
Di Peso who first investigated Sobaipuri sites, have been instrumental in
defining the Sobaipuri manifestation. Others, such as David E. Doyle, W.
Bruce Masse, and Bruce B. Huckell, have provided valuable insights into these
sites through excavations. 9 What was lacking was an understanding of the
number and distribution of sites along the rivers that the Sobaipuri were
known to inhabit. Only data of this type could address the question of which
sites were the historically referenced settlements, including Quiburi.

The Documentary Record
Interpretation of the documentary record clearly depends on the quality of
the translation from Spanish. Equally important are the interpretations of
words and phrases, such as "fortification," "earthen enclosure," "rancherfa,"
"banks of the river," and "crops planted in the floodplain," after translation.
Some words were originally chosen specifically for their descriptive value,
whereas others should not be taken so literally. Sometimes the archaeological
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record can provide hints for the interpretation of historical records, which
word choices were the most important, and which authors were precise in
their usage. Knowing the location of every large Sobaipuri site along the river
clarifies the ways in which these passages should be interpreted; a host of
options for interpretation are eliminated with the introduction of this key
source of data.
Most likely, neither Kino nor Manje would have confused consciously
chosen words. Many historians question the accuracy of Kino's records and
maps, which have allowed a wide range of interpretative scenarios. Archaeology, however, shows the descriptive value ofthese documents. Phrases such
as "on a hill near the river" rather than "on the banks of the river," or
"rancheria" rather than "pueblo" have proven to be descriptive and remarkably precise. \Vhen these descriptors are examined in relation to survey results, it is possible (in hindsight) to suggest the historical passages that best
help to describe the nature and location of Quiburi. The actual messages
contained in historical records sometimes only become apparent when examined in relation to the archaeological record, as is shown in the following
pages. Passages that are oflittle or no relevance for determining site locations
can be eliminated on the basis of field inspection in a variety of other areas
that have proven to be devoid of archaeological evidence from this time
period. Likewise, earlier and later references to Quiburi are not addressed in
this paper,1O nor are other archaeological sites that probably relate to these
earlier and later settlement locations.
Some of the historical descriptions of Quiburi appear in the following
paragraphs. Each passage provides information relevant to identifying the
location of Quiburi. Numerous descriptions of Quiburi are present in historical documents, but the three most detailed appear below. Each passage contains key words and phrases that will be useful in assessing the location and
nature of Quiburi relative to the archaeological evidence.
Gen. Juan Fernandez de la Fuente of the presidio of Janos wrote a military report that is relevant to the location of Quiburi. He came from the
south in 1695 with 320 to 352 troops and two other generals, Gen. Domingo
Teran de los Rios of the presidio of Gallo and Gen. Domingo Jironza Petris
de Cruzat, who commanded the forces of the Province of Sonora. After addressing the Pima resistance in Sonora and while on their way to engage
the enemy Jocomes, Janos, and Apaches in the Chiricahua Mountains, the
generals left on a five-day journey to the valley ofQuiburi. Historian C. W.
Polzer summarizes:
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It was noon on September 13 when the full army was greeted by
Chief Coro of the Sobaipuri village of Quiburi. Fuente ordered all
the soldiers and Indian allies to camp just beyond Quiburi so the
men and animals would not destroy the crops planted in the flood
plain of the Rio Terrenate [San Pedro]. A great gathering was
planned for the afternoon so all the Indians would pledge their
loyalty and join in the festivities. At the banquet in the Quiburi fields
that afternoon Coro explained to the generals that the Jocomes and
Janos had been planning to ambush the Spaniards in the Sierra de
Chiricahua. ll
Kino described Quiburi in 1696:
On the tenth of December I went to San Pablo de Quiburi, a journey
of fifty leagues to the north, passing by Santa Marfa and by Santa
Cruz, of the Rio de San Joseph de Terrenate. I arrived at Quiburi on
the fifteenth of December, bearing the paternal greetings which the
father visitor sent to this principal and great rancheria; for it has more
than four hundred souls assembled together, and a fortification, or
earthen enclosure, since it is on the frontier of the hostile Hocomes....
We began a little house of adobe for the father, within the fortification,
and immediately afterward I put in a few cattle and a small drove of
mares for the beginning of a little ranch. lz
On 9 November 1697, Manje described the settlement of Quiburi:
At a league distance we arrived at the settlement of Quiburi, located
on the banks of the river with a large valley, plains covered with
pasture, and lands where corn, beans, and cotton are harvested. The
Indians are dressed in cotton. All the lands are under irrigation.
Captain Coro, chief Indian of the Pima nation, together with his
people received us splendidly. We were lodged in an adobe and
beamed house; and they gave us presents, as is their custom. We
counted 100 houses and 500 persons of both sexes. The chief
celebrated our arrival by giving a dance in a place arranged in circular
form. Hanging from a high pole in the center were 13 scalps, bows,
arrows, and other spoils taken from the many Apache enemies who
they had slain. 1J
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The Location and Nature of Quiburi

From these and other descriptions it is possible to infer that Quiburi is located north ofkey topographic features, which have been omitted from this
publication to protect the confidentiality of the location, and north of the
contemporaneous settlement of Santa Cruz de Gaybanipitea. In 1695 the
army camped north of Quiburi to preserve the crops that were presumably
planted near the rancherfa on the floodplain. The positioning of their encampment indicates that the Quiburi settlement is located adjacent to this
broad portion of the floodplain.
Manje's account of Quiburi leaves open the possibility that at one point
the rancherfa of about one hundred houses may have been located on the
intermediate floodplain or on the terrace edge overlooking the floodplain.
However, as noted elsewhere, the village likely moved more than once, possibly positioning itself closest to the best farmland. 14 In the historical descriptions presented above, the phrase, "situada al margen del rfo [located on the
banks of the river]," describes the location of Quiburi. The margen in this
case refers to the margin of the terrace, which is adjacent to the floodplain.
Quiburi's Size
According to historical records, Quiburi represents the largest aggregation of
Sobaipuri on the San Pedro, with a population of four hundred in 1696 and
five hundred in 1697. As a result ofits size, Quiburi became the focus of most
of Kino's trips to this area. It was one of several sites visited by the clergy and
military. While Kino was present, an adobe structure was built to house the
future padre.
Fortification
The Sobaipuris built a fortification, or earthen enclosure, and they erected
an adobe structure inside it. They seemed to have placed livestock within the
enclosure as well, indicating that it was sizable. Archaeologists assume that
an adobe wall surrounded the entire settlement, much like a Classic-period
compound, and served as a fortification against raiding Apaches.
The assumption that Quiburi was entirely enclosed within a single wall
may be misleading, for Kino and Manje both refer to Quiburi as a rancherfa
rather than a pueblo. Clearly they make no distinction between a rancherfa
and a pueblo based on population size. Kino and Manje refer to San Xavier del
Bac lying on the Santa Cruz and boasting 800 to 6,000 souls as a rancherfa,
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whereas they describe San Pedro del Tubutama, population 400, as a pueblo. 15
Houses in a rancherfa would likely be dispersed, whereas a pueblo was more
likely to be a compact settlement. A passage in Kino's account supports the
important and deliberate use of this distinction. He imagined a different
area altogether in which the prehistoric Casa Grande near Florence was
being reroofed and canals were being reopened to draw populations from surrounding rancherfas to occupy a new pueblo. 16 Kino also referred to these
prehistoric remains as a ciudad (city), indicating that he recognized at least
three types ofsettlement depending on how compact or aggregated the placement of residences were. 17
Enclosing a rancherfa within a single fortification would have been a
major task resulting in a substantial but possibly indefensible wall. Instead,
it is likely that an earthen enclosure was situated within or near the settlement
so that it could be occupied during attacks and could be used to contain the
livestock. It is also possible that the Sobaipuri used an existing Classic-period
compound similar to those found throughout the area. However, no single
Classic-period wall encloses any large Sobaipuri site along this river. Only
one Sobaipuri site is entirely enclosed within a fortification, but this site is too
small and too far north to be the Quiburi of the 1690s.
Most likely, Quiburi consisted of a loose arrangement of structures that
were spread for some distance along the terrace edge. Alternatively, the scattered structures may have occupied the terrace and a portion of the flood- .
plain.
Archaeological Description of Quiburi: AZ EE:4:23 (ASM)

The Location and Nature of Quiburi
Most Sobaipuri sites are found on the terraces overlooking the floodplain,
probably because that placement was the preferred settlement location at this
time. This site distribution suggests that the phrase "banks of the river" is
more precisely translated as "at the edge of the terrace" or "on the banks of
the river valley." There are no other possible translations that fit with the inventory of sites along the river.
I have intensively investigated many low-lying floodplain areas revealing
no evidence of a sizable Sobaipuri occupation, despite clear evidence for
large prehistoric and historic settlements. Instead, these areas mostly show
evidence of agriculture. Although sites on the floodplain, having been covered with alluvial deposits and shrouded by dense vegetation, can be more
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difficult to see, earlier Classic-period sites, later historic features, minor Sobaipuri occupations, and agricultural fields and canals are still apparent.
Their endurance indicates that alluviation is not a key factor affecting site visibility. Clearly, in some areas, later plowing for agricultural fields,
reoccupation (including for Contention City, which is a late nineteenthcentury Anglo settlement on the east side of the river north of Fairbank, now
in ruins), or changes in the river course may have destroyed or disturbed sites
on the floodplain. In all suitable settlement locations on the old floodplain,
however, sufficient evidence exists to argue that, if sizable Sobaipuri sites
were present, some evidence of them would be visible. Only a few small
Sobaipuri sites remain in these low-lying areas, supporting the idea that most
habitation sites, including Quiburi, were located on the terraces.
The few small Sobaipuri sites known to exist on the old floodplain are
isolated field houses rather than rancherfas. A gravity-fed canal system with
retention basins and fields is present in the San Pedro Valley with one field
house (AZ EE+5, [ASM]) preserved in one of the many probable protohistoric/early historic fields situated on the floodplain. The location of the field
house in the middle of the field suggests that field houses and other features
existed on the floodplain among the planted crops. Perhaps, this field house
served as the focus of celebrations during the 1695 "banquet in the Quiburi
fields" mentioned by Polzer. The canal, field system, and field house indicate
that the river probably flowed on the east side of the floodplain, leaving the
west side open for canals and fields. This channel position would account for
the predominant settlement distribution along the west side of the river. The
absence of sizable Sobaipuri sites on the floodplain suggests that this topographic zone was likely left open for agricultural use rather than for settlement.
The preservation ofthe agricultural features indicates that the river has not
shifted its course in these areas since the Sobaipuri occupation of the 1690s.
The nature of the fields inferred to be Sobaipuri and the features associated
with them bolster the argument that the fields, canals, and field house are
related to the Sobaipuri occupation. This evidence enables us to associate
the use of certain fields with the Sobaipuri as opposed to other groups. The
intact Sobaipuri house visible in the inferred field atAZ EE+5 (ASM) suggests that this field was used in protohistoric/early historic times but not later
by the Contention City farmers of the 1800s. If the nineteenth-century farmers had used the field, the Sobaipuri field house and its associated artifact
scatter would not be preserved. These structures are fragile and easily destroyed; any later use of the area for agriculture would have eradicated all
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recognizable evidence of the house. Moreover, the underlying prehistoric
component remains largely intact (including intact trash mounds, roasting
pits, and house walls) suggesting that the field, along with the distinctly constructed Sobaipuri field house, postdates the Classic period.
Segments of the inferred Sobaipuri canal and field system and of a system
associated with the occupation ofContention City are preserved. Differences
in disturbance levels between fields along the river are indicative of the various farming tools and techniques associated with each of these occupations.
The fact that the Classic-period features remain relatively intact under the
field indicates that the Sobaipuri did not plow their fields but used another
form of cultivation. In contrast, a field farther north and adjacent to the well
in nineteenth-century Contention City shows evidence of more modern
nineteenth-century Anglo farming techniques including furrows, dikes, and
churned soil. These different agricultural techniques reveal that Euroamericans reused only some locations suitable for fields in the nineteenth century,
thereby preserving some earlier Sobaipuri fields, canals, and field houses.
Given the continued Apache threat in this area, it is probable that the field
below AZ EE:4:5 (ASM) was too distant from Contention City to cultivate
safely or that the river may have already become entrenched, this segment of
the floodplain was too far above the channel, and, thus, the field below AZ
EE+5 (ASM) remained relatively undisturbed. The presence of Sobaipuri
fields along the base of the first terrace on the slightly elevated old floodplain
accounts for the lack of substantial Sobaipuri occupation on the floodplain.
Historical records should reveal whether Quiburi was located on the
floodplain, but the record for the San Pedro consistently mentions that these
sites are on the banks of the river. Kino provided clarification of settlement
location relative to the river and floodplain with regard to the Sobaipuri
settlement of Guevavi on the Santa Cruz River. For that settlement the historical record clearly distinguishes the topographic settings of Guevavi as its
location shifted through time. At one point in its history, Guevavi was situated "in a pasture land formed by the river," and at other times it was located
along the banks of the river. I have surveyed large floodplain areas around
Guevavi in the Santa Cruz River Valley and the terraces along the banks of
the river. In each area I have found evidence of Sobaipuri occupation. I have
also found evidence of the earlier floodplain settlement, although that evidence is mostly disturbed. Other historically referenced Sobaipuri settlements
can be archaeologically identified from the terraces, and, most likely, these
sites relate to later settlements also referred to as Guevavi, which, documents
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suggest, was not on the floodplain. 18 Thus, ifQuiburi was located on the floodplain, historical records might provide this clarification.
Quiburi's Size
The author previously suggested thatAZ EE+23 (ASM; a.k.a. SPII-16) is the
most likely candidate for the Quiburi of the 1690S mentioned in the documents. 19 It is the only site large enough to be Quiburi, and its artifact density,
compared to other sites, is exceptionally high, indicating a large and relatively extended Sobaipuri occupation. (Other smaller sites likely represent
earlier and later locations for the settlement.) Furthermore, European artifacts such as glass beads and metal items are present (see Figures 2 and 3).
This site, along with other smaller ones located in the vicinity, likely represent the rancherfa of Quiburi visited by Kino and the military in the 1690s.
The largest site in the Quiburi Valley, AZ EE+23 (ASM), may contain
one hundred houses if all three loci, which are positioned on three distinct
terrace lobes, are considered part of the site. 20 This arrangement is consistent

FIG. 2. EUROPEAN GLASS BEADS FOUND ON SAN PABLO DE QUIBURI AND
SANTA CRUZ DE GAYBANIPITEA

(Photograph courtesy of the author)
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EUROPEAN METAL OBJECTS FOUND ON SAN PABLO DE QUIBURI

AND SANTA CRUZ DE GAYBANIPITEA

(Photograph courtesy of the author)

with the notion of a rancherfa. Because most of the houses are fully buried,
only careful excavation will tell whether there is a sufficient number of
houses for this site to qualifY as Quiburi on its own. The site, however, was
clearly the densest population center along this portion of the river and was
probably in a central location to agricultural fields.
The dispersed arrangement of structures and artifacts probably accounts
for this settlement's description as a rancherfa. It is also possible that many
of the other small habitation locations situated in the vicinity were occupied at the same time and that some may have formed part of the rancherfa
referred to as Quiburi. Their presence accounted for the differences in housing estimates through time. At issue is the definition of an "archaeological
site" versus the definition of a functioning or interacting "settlement" or
"community" that would be sufficiently scattered to warrant the label
rancherfa.

Based on historical documents and archaeological survey data, it is likely
that AZ EE+23 (ASM) and possibly several of the other small sites located
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nearby represent Quiburi. There are no other sites along the river that could
qualify as the Quiburi of the 1690S on the basis of size and artifact density.
Situated high on the terrace and near a spring, AZ EE+23 (ASM) commands a clear view of the valley below. This site is a multicomponent one
that, as noted, occupies three large terrace lobes. The Sobaipuri component
is most visible on the center lobe (Locus A) where artifact density and European artifacts are most dense. Smaller loci are present on each of the two
adjacent lobes and are likely part of the same rancheria. Other nearby sites,
separated from AZ EE+23 (ASM) by entrenched washes, occupy the adjacent terraces, perhaps extending the boundaries of this rancheria to the south
and north. Several intermediate terraces and ridges lie downslope between
AZ EE+23 (ASM) and the edge of the floodplain. Other small Sobaipuri
sites are present on some ofthese lower terraces. One ofthese other sites, with
about eight to ten houses and a light artifact scatter (as well as a prehistoric
component), is situated on the edge of a low terrace directly overlooking a
historic field. While this place represents a perfect village location, it is
clearly not the location of the famed Quiburi of the 1690s, for artifact and
house density are far too low.
The core (Locus A) ofAZ EE+23 (ASM) is set back from the terrace edge
and occupies a 35o-meter (north-south) by 125-meter (east-west) area. Here
fragments of definite Sobaipuri house rings, exceptionally dense concentrations of Whetstone Plain sherds, a few Sobaipuri Plain sherds, groundstone,
shell ornaments, flaked-stone debitage, stone tools such as projectile points
and end scrapers, and European beads are present. Each of the two lobes
contains lower frequencies of Whetstone Plain, flaked-stone debitage, diagnostic stone tools, and house rings.
Abundant late Classic-period structures, compounds, and features are scattered across the site. They underlie and are intermixed with the Sobaipuri
component on all three lobes. Detailed mapping and careful recording is
ongoing but already allows some distinctions between these components.
The earlier occupation and the nature of the surface sediment, which buries the features, make difficult distinguishing between the Sobaipuri and
Classic-period features. Historic metal and other artifacts related to the Contention City occupation are also scattered across sites in the area including
this one.
The presence of numerous houses is inferred at Locus A, based on the
high density and diversity of Sobai puri artifacts and on the partially exposed
cobbles and boulders on the surface. Unlike many Sobaipuri sites, however,
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most of the house outlines are not fully exposed. This situation indicates
that preservation is good, but makes house counts impossible and prohibits study of site structure from survey data. Clearly, a number of Classicperiod cobble-ringed structures and compounds are also present, and some
form distinct loci.
Fortification
Careful mapping of exposed boulders and larger cobbles on the site's surface
reveals that the fortification wall may be visible as a distinctive feature. The
map shows two large linear alignments perpendicular to one another on the
north and east sides of Locus A (Figure 4)' These alignments are formed by
some of the mapped points and represent cobble alignments, walls, and clusters. A less obvious third alignment is also visible and might form a west wall.
The arrangement of these features and cobbles suggests that perhaps the
. compound wall/earthen enclosure is visible in Locus A only when mapped.
Moreover, these features, which appear to be distinctive, are probably actually part of a larger earthen enclosure. This enclosure is demarcated by a
discontinuous or disarticulated stone foundation much like Classic-period
compound walls were in some portions of the valley. If this foundation is in
fact the earthen enclosure, as it appears to be, it measures about 125 meters
by 125 meters (15,625 square meters), with some Sobaipuri houses and artifacts inside and others situated outside. Trenches placed strategically across
this inferred wall will reveal whether melted adobe once stood above these
alignments.
It is probable that the adobe structure built for the missionary is situated
within one of these loci or within the enclosure but is concealed because it
is constructed of materials similar to the Classic-period structures. Numerous vandals' holes have gutted some of these features; these holes may provide a clue to where the majority of iron artifacts have been retrieved through
use of metal detectors. Sobaipuri material is associated with some of these
areas, perhaps providing additional hints as to those that were reused.
It is perhaps no accident that Quiburi and Contention City occupy the
same general portion of this valley. Both settlements sustained large populations and used portions of the same canal and field system; this portion ofthe
valley provides ideal conditions for settlement stability. Other small Sobaipuri and later historic-period settlements are scattered throughout the valley,
but both Quiburi and Contention City are the largest and most important for
their occupation periods.
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FIG.

4.

PLAN DRAWING OF POSSIBLE FORTIFICATION WALL/EARTHEN

ENCLOSURE AS EXPOSED THROUGH BOULDER AND COBBLE
DISTRIB UTIONS

(Courtesy of the author)

Relationships to Other Known Settlements
At the time of Kino's visits to San Pablo de Quiburi, he mentioned only one
other settlement on this portion of the river: Santa Cruz de Gaybanipitea.
Located to the south of Quiburi, the site associated with this historically
referenced location has been identified and lies at a different location than
the site referenced by Oi Peso, whose site, I have argued, is Santa Cruz del
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Pitaitutgam. Using the inferred locations of Santa Cruz de Gaybanipitea and
San Pablo de Quiburi and correlating these to the historical record still leave
questions in the minds of many scholars. One reason for the remaining doubt
relates to questions regarding the mile equivalent of the league. As a result,
it has not been possible to correlate definitively the historic record to the
archaeological record.
One complicating factor is that the specified distance between Santa
Cruz de Gaybanipitea and Quiburi varies between Spanish accounts. Manje
recorded one league between the settlements in 1697 and 1698.21 Kino and
Bernal recorded one and a halfleagues in 1698.22 The difference between the
league estimates is relatively substantial when scholars attempt to pinpoint
the specific site in question, particularly because sites are so close together
along this portion of the river.
The archaeological record may resolve discrepancies in distances recorded
in historical documents. When the settlement system as a whole is considered,
it is possible to reconcile some of the confusion surrounding league distances
provided in contemporaneous documents. Several factors can account for the
differences, including whether the river's edge was followed or whether the
flatter ground on the terrace top was traversed. More to the point, the distance
varies substantially if measurements were made from the northern edge ofthe
. fields and irrigation system at Santa Cruz de Gaybanipitea as indicated by the
extent of historic nineteenth-century fields that probably overlie Sobaipuri
fields, and the postulated southern edge of Quiburi's fields and canals as indicated by remnant field and canal systems found on the floodplain, rather than
from the edge or center of each of these sites as defined by the distribution of
structures. Additionally, Kino, Bernal, and Manje may have differed on where,
within the rancherfa, they started measuring, particularly if other sites in addition to I\Z EE:+23 (ASM) formed part of the Quiburi rancherfa. In addition
to settlements changing location or migrating through time, the perception of
the measurer may have varied depending upon how they perceived settleme.nt
layout and boundaries. If more than one recorded site was part of the protohistoric/early historic rancherfa of Quiburi, all of the league distances offered
could be considered accurate because there is considerable distance between
some of the sites that make up the historically referenced settlement.13
Viewing the sites from the perspective of a rambling rancherfa set adjacent to a canal and field system addresses the issue of reconciling the league
distances in the historic record, while at the same time it explains the relationship between many of the settlements in this valley.
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Conclusion
For more than a decade and a half I have focused my research on defining
Sobaipuri material culture, comparing manifestations between river systems,
distinguishing the Sobaipuri from other contemporaneous groups in the area
(Apache, Jocome, Suma, Manso, and Jano), and attempting to locate sites
specifically mentioned in the historical documents. Careful consideration of
the data, both on-the-ground survey data and information derived from the
documents, has led to the conclusion that there is only one site on the upper
San Pedro that can qualify as the 1690S Quiburi. This site is!\Z EE:4:23 (ASM),
the same site that stood out as uniquely large when first discovered in 1987.
The clarification of Quiburi's location has raised a number of more complex
questions that will be equally challenging and interesting to address. These
remaining issues include the interrelation between AZ EE+23 (ASM) and
other sites in the area, the layout of AZ EE:4:23 (ASM), the location of key
feature types on this site, verification of the nature of the enclosing fortification wall, details of the canal and field system, and many others relating to
land use, settlement patterns, and the effects ofpolitics on Sobaipuri history.
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